2020 BURGUNDY OFFER
“The best red wines are definitely ripe but with a tantalizing freshness and underlying tension that makes the palate
impression particularly inviting. In much the same fashion as the 2019s, the finest examples flash an exquisite acid/fruit/tannin
balance that makes them sing in the sense that you just can’t help but take another sip. They are blessed with palpable levels
of sappy dry extract, or what the Burgundians call sève, which reflects the impressive concentration the vintage naturally
has. The naturally high levels of sève have the secondary effect of disguising the supporting tannins somewhat because the
2020s are quite structured (though rarely hard) despite the best efforts of most vignerons to vinify as softly as possible. They
should age gracefully over a probable 20+ year window. In short, they certainly do not lack development potential”
- Burghound
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WHITES
2020 Bouchard Beaune du Chateau Blanc

$74.99

2020 Bouchard Beaune Clos St Landry

$125.00

2020 Bouchard Corton Charlemagne

$340.00

2020 Bouchard Meursault Genevrieres

$160.00

2020 Bouchard Puligny Montrachet Les Chalumeaux

$165.00

2020 Faiveley Puligny Montrachet Les Folatieres

$185.00

2020 Faiveley Puligny Montrachet Les Referts

$170.00

2020 Jadot Beaune Bressandes

$95.00

2020 Jadot Chassagne Montrachet Morgeot Clos de la Chapelle
2020 Jadot Pernand Vergelesses Les Combottes

$140.00
$64.99

2020 Jadot Puligny Montrachet

$120.00

2020 Jadot Puligny Montrachet Clos de la Garenne

$160.00

2020 Jadot Puligny Montrachet Les Referts

$140.00

REDS
2020 Bouchard Beaune Clos de la Mousse
2020 Bouchard Beaune du Chateau Rouge
2020 Bouchard Beaune Greve Vigne de L’Enfant Jesus
2020 Bouchard Beaune Les Teurons

$125.00
$74.99
$240.00
$95.00

2020 Bouchard Chambertin Clos Des Beze

$815.00

2020 Bouchard Le Corton

$250.00

2020 Bouchard Monthelie Champs Fulliot

$74.99

2020 Bouchard Savigny les Beaune Les Lavieres

$74.99

2020 Bouchard Volnay Caillerets Cuvee Carnot

$145.00

2020 Bouchard Volnay Taillepieds

$120.00

2020 Faiveley Chambertin Clos Des Beze

$825.00

2020 Faiveley Chambolle Musigny Les Fuees

$240.00

2020 Faiveley Corton Clos de Corton

$395.00

2020 Faiveley Gevrey Chambertin Cazetiers

$225.00

2020 Faiveley Latricieres Chambertin

$525.00

2020 Faiveley Mazi Chambertin

$525.00

2020 Faiveley Nuits st George Les Porets

$145.00

2020 Faiveley Nuits St George Les St George

$240.00

2020 Jadot Bonnes Mares

$670.00

2020 Jadot Chambertin Clos de Beze

$670.00

2020 Jadot Chambolle Musigny Les Fuees

$190.00

2020 Jadot Chapelle Chambertin

$415.00

2020 Jadot Corton Pougets

$175.00

2020 Jadot Gevrey Chambertin Clos St Jacques

$320.00

2020 Jadot Monthelie Champs Fulliot

$74.99

2020 Jadot Pommard Grands Epenots

$145.00

2020 Jadot Savigny les Beaune La Dominode
2020 Jadot Volnay Clos de la Barre

$74.99
$125.00
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*PRICING FOR MINIMUM ORDER OF 6 MIXED BOTTLES

WHITES
2020 Bouchard Beaune du Chateau Blanc - $74.99
Mid lemon yellow. Some waxy yellow fruit on the nose, less finesse than the Meursault, though with agreeable plump
fruit, a whiff of coconut and some good lime infused acidity. 90-92 Jasper Morris
The 2020 Beaune 1er Cru du Château Blanc had been assembled in foudre when I tasted it. Exhibiting aromas of pear,
hazelnuts, white flowers, freshly baked bread and orange oil, it’s a medium to full-bodied, chalky and incisive wine with
lively acids and a saline finish. 89-91 Wine Advocate

2020 Bouchard Beaune Clos St Landry - $125
Fine fresh pale lemon. The bouquet has a delicacy yet with intensity that is very classy. This site really does work well in
white. There is nothing like the weight of a Clos des Mouches but there is a striking elegance with an underlying tensile
strength. Pure ripe lemon notes to finish. 91-93 Jasper Morris

2020 Bouchard Corton Charlemagne - $340
Pale lemon colour, considerable concentration on the nose, not yet much detail. Oof, there is a really impressive wealth
of fruit here, taking the upper hand over the terroir for the moment but there is so much still to come. 20% new wood.
The stones are waiting! Really very long, a majestic Corton-Charlemagne in the making. 95-98 Jasper Morris
Aromas of orange oil, peach, confit citrus, freshly baked bread, beeswax and white flowers preface the 2020 CortonCharlemagne Grand Cru, a full-bodied, layered and concentrated wine that’s deep and muscular, with a rich but tensile
profile and a long, chalky finish. 92-94+ Wine Advocate

2020 Bouchard Meursault Genevrieres - $160
Fine lemon and lime colour, with a detailed elegant bouquet and a sense of class all the way through to a slightly richer
bouquet. The Bouchard 2020 Genevrières certainly has the detail, with a mix of white fruits, a little apple and also some
citrus. 92-94 Jasper Morris
The 2020 Meursault 1er Cru Genevrières wafts from the glass with aromas of citrus oil, crisp Anjou pear, hazelnuts,
white flowers and freshly baked bread. Medium to full-bodied, satiny and enveloping, with an ample core of fruit, terrific
concentration, bright acids and a long, saline finish. 92-94 Wine Advocate

2020 Bouchard Puligny Montrachet Les Chalumeaux - $165
2020 Faiveley Puligny Montrachet Les Folatieres - $185
2020 Faiveley Puligny Montrachet Les Referts - $170
2020 Jadot Beaune Bressandes - $95
The 2020 Beaune 1er Cru Bressandes Blanc (Domaine Gagey), from a parcel at the top of the slope is another notable
success this year. Mingling aromas of citrus zest and clear honey with hints of hazelnuts and fresh pastry, it’s medium to
full-bodied, satiny and seamless, with a chiseled profile and a long, mineral finish. 91-93 Wine Advocate

2020 Jadot Chassagne Montrachet Morgeot Clos de la Chapelle - $140
The swan song for this cuvée is the 2020 Chassagne-Montrachet 1er Cru Morgeot Clos de la Chapelle (Duc de
Magenta), a muscular, concentrated wine that exhibits aromas of orange oil, peach, buttery pastry and white flowers.
Medium to full-bodied, satiny and textural, with a fleshy core of ripe fruit and bright balancing acids, it offers a classic
expression of Morgeot in all its exuberance. 91-93 Wine Advocate

2020 Jadot Pernand Vergelesses Les Combottes - $64.99
The 2020 Pernand-Vergelesses Les Combottes (Domaine Gagey) reveals areas of pear, confit citrus, white flowers and
vanilla pod. Medium to full-bodied, taut and tangy, with a nicely concentrated core of fruit and fine cut, it’s built to age
with grace. 90 Wine Advocate

2020 Jadot Puligny Montrachet - $120
2020 Jadot Puligny Montrachet Clos de la Garenne - $160
Passerillage-inflected aromas of orange oil, peach, barley sugar, apricot and freshly baked bread preface the 2020
Puligny-Montrachet 1er Cru Clos de la Garenne (Duc de Magenta), a medium to full-bodied, deep and fleshy wine
that’s ample and enveloping, with lively acids and a long, saline finish.92-94 Wine Advocate

2020 Jadot Puligny Montrachet Les Referts - $140
the 2020 Puligny-Montrachet 1er Cru Les Referts (Domaine Louis Jadot) wafts from the glass with aromas of freshly
baked bread, buttered popcorn, citrus zest and white flowers. Medium to full-bodied, taut and concentrated, it’s chiseled
and mineral, with tangy acids and a chalky finish. 92-94 Wine Advocate

REDS
2020 Bouchard Beaune Clos de la Mousse - $125
Like the Savigny Lavières, Clos de la Mousse is another spot with cooler clays. Very dense purple. Some plums on the
nose, a little rounder, with good acidity behind, more red fruit notes emerge beneath. This shows considerable promise.
90-92 Jasper Morris
Aromas of cherries, cassis, licorice and rose petals introduce Bouchard’s 2020 Beaune 1er Cru Clos de la Mousse,
a medium to full-bodied, rich and concentrated wine that’s lively and seamless, with a fleshy core of fruit and a long,
perfumed finish. 90-92 Wine Advocate

2020 Bouchard Beaune du Chateau Rouge - $74.99
Yields of merely 20 hectoliters per hectare have delivered a 2020 Beaune 1er Cru du Château of unusual presence
and concentration, wafting from the glass with aromas of cherries, sweet berries, rose petals and spices. Medium to
full-bodied, ample and velvety, it’s deep and layered, with lively acids and powdery tannins. Readers who have walked
Beaune’s hillsides and know the extent of Bouchard’s holdings will realize how much prime terroir goes into this
remarkably accessible bottling. 90-92 Wine Advocate
2020 Beaune du Château “1er”rouge: (the first vintage for this wine was in 1907 and the heart of it is composed by
Les Aigrots though there are as many as 16 other 1ers included, that comprise a whopping 26 ha, depending on the
vintage; in 2019 there were a total of 17 1ers). There is touch of mocha to the mostly purple fruit and warm earth
scented nose. The almost lavishly rich and opulent middle weight flavors possess a suave and round flavors that,
somewhat curiously given the richness, concludes in a youthfully austere finale. (89-91) 2027+ Burghound

2020 Bouchard Beaune Greve Vigne de L’Enfant Jesus - $240
This is a free draining soil, but deep enough that it did not dry out during the parched summer. Dark purple black, one
of the more sunshine laden bouquets but with a joyous plump fruit on the palate refreshed at the back by a little useful
acidity. Good length, no undue heat. 91-94 Jasper Morris
Unfurling in the glass with aromas of blackberries and raspberries mingled with notions of warm spices, rose petals,
orange rind and dark chocolate, the 2020 Beaune 1er Cru Les Grèves Vigne de l’Enfant Jesus is medium to full-bodied,
ample and concentrated, with a deep core of fruit that’s framed by rich, powdery tannins and succulent acids. It’s a
terrific effort that should land toward the upper end of my score range. 92-94 Wine Advocate

2020 Bouchard Beaune Les Teurons - $95
The Bouchard holding is up slope on the limestone, the first vineyard to be picked. Rich intense purple. There is a good
energy to the bouquet, as much red fruit as black, a fine thick texture of ripe fruit with some attractive oak. This Teurons
is riper than the Clos de la Mousse but was picked in good time. 90-92 Jasper Morris
The 2020 Beaune 1er Cru Les Teurons bursts with aromas of cherries, wild berries, cassis and licorice. Medium to fullbodied, rich and ample, it’s a fleshy, enveloping, textural wine that’s generous and elegant. 91-93 Wine Advocate

2020 Bouchard Chambertin Clos Des Beze - $815
Dark colour, 30% whole bunch, a suave intensity of fruit, very backward, not overdone, with a little coconut sweetness
alongside the dark raspberry. It is a little too massive to display its quintessential elegance yet, but I think that lies
beneath and will come out after racking. There may yet be more of an up-side to my conservative score. 92-96 Jasper
Morris
Opening in the glass with a rich bouquet of wild berries, cassis, orange rind, rich spices, loamy soil, black truffles
and toasty new oak, the 2020 Chambertin Clos de Bèze Grand Cru is full-bodied, ample and seamless, with a rich,
enveloping core of fruit, ripe tannins and lively acids. Concluding with a long, resonant finish, it’s a terrific wine in the
making. 94-96 Wine Advocate
2020 Chambertin-Clos de Bèze: (from purchased grapes). Moderately generous wood and menthol fight somewhat
with the exuberantly spicy black cherry liqueur-like aromas that are cut with lovely floral wisps. There is excellent
concentration to the bigger-bodied and more powerful flavors that are blessed with ample amounts of sappy dry
extract that does a fine job of buffering the firm tannic spine shaping the complex, balanced and hugely long finale.
Excellent. (93-95) 2035+ Burghound

2020 Bouchard Le Corton - $250
Vinification included 40% whole bunches, slightly higher than the other Côte de Beaune vineyards. Deepish colour with
a more crimson edge. The stems show with a slightly smoky nose. A brooding powerhouse but it is also light on its feet
with an interesting complex mix of red and black fruit, plus the more open structure from whole bunch. 92-94 Jasper
Morris
The 2020 Le Corton Grand Cru is a worthy successor to the striking 2019 (which I probably underrated last year).
Soaring from the glass with aromas of rose petals, orange rind, raspberries, rich soil tones and cinnamon, it’s full-bodied,
velvety and seamless, with a deep and layered core of fruit, vibrant acids and fine, melting tannins, concluding with a
long, saline finish. This emblematic cuvée has always been a solid bottling chez Bouchard, but in the last few years it
seems to have attained a whole new level of quality. When I asked Frédéric Weber what might account for this shift,
he explained that he picks later and includes more whole bunches in the vinification. Whatever the reason, readers are
advised to take note, as I don’t think the market has yet factored in quite how good this wine is. 93-95 Wine Advocate

2020 Bouchard Monthelie Champs Fulliot - $74.99
2020 Bouchard Savigny les Beaune Les Lavieres - $74.99
The 2020 Savigny-lès-Beaune 1er Cru Les Lavières wafts from the glass with notions of rich berry fruit, cherries and
plums mingled with smoke and spices. Medium to full-bodied, rich and fleshy, with fine concentration, powdery tannins
and a long, perfumed finish, it’s a sleeper of the vintage well worth seeking out. 91-93 Wine Advocate
2020 Savigny-lès-Beaune “Les Lavières”: (from a huge 3.85 ha parcel purchased in 1909). Ripe and fresh aromas consist
mostly of poached plum and black raspberry that are laced with hints of spice, earth and violet. There is both very
good volume and density to the attractively textured medium-bodied flavors that exude evident minerality on the
palate coating, youthfully austere and bitter pit fruit-inflected finish. (89-91) 2028+ Burghound

2020 Bouchard Volnay Caillerets Cuvee Carnot - $145
Absolutely black centre to this with a massively concentrated bouquet, thus far hiding the detail. Inky depths. I would
like to see this again after racking. The wine is not destabilised on the palate and the concentration is certainly
exceptional, fresher at the finish. There is certainly an awful lot of wine here: buy it if you want a wine for 25 years time!
92-95 Jasper Morris
Cropped at a derisory 15 hectoliters per hectare, the quality of Bouchard’s 2020 Volnay 1er Cru Les Caillerets
Ancienne Cuvée Carnot is some compensation for the lack of quantity. Unfurling in the glass with aromas of dark
berries, rose petals, plums, raw cocoa and orange rind, it’s medium to full-bodied, layered and velvety, with powdery
tannins, lively acids and a long, fragrant finish. 92-94+ Wine Advocate

2020 Bouchard Volnay Taillepieds - $120
Another black colour with purple rim. The bouquet wants to offer some elegance despite the massive concentration of
the vintage. Succulent dark raspberry, a glossy character also on the palate, firmer tannins behind for sure. Medium plus
length and the useful acidity which picks out points of red fruit. 91-93 Jasper Morris
If the Cuvée Carnot tends to take center stage chez Bouchard, it’s the 2020 Volnay 1er Cru Les Taillepieds that’s the
Volnay to beat to my palate this year. Exhibiting aromas of cherries, raspberries, loamy soil, black truffle and raw cocoa,
it’s medium to full-bodied, concentrated and elegantly muscular, with terrific depth and mid-palate amplitude, concluding
with a long, mineral finish. 93-95 Wine Advocate

2020 Faiveley Chambertin Clos Des Beze - $825
The 2020 Chambertin-Clos de Bèze Grand Cru is brilliant, unwinding in the glass with aromas of wild berries and
cherries mingled with dark chocolate, sweet spices, peonies and grilled squab. Full-bodied, layered and velvety, it’s
concentrated and multidimensional, with a dramatically textural, perfumed palate and a long, saline finish. 95-97 Wine
Advocate
Noticeable wood is present on the super-spicy and floral nose of layered red and blue pinot fruit aromas. The
mouthfeel of the large-scaled flavors is positively gorgeous with excellent richness, indeed opulence, that contrasts with
the youthfully austere, complex and hugely long finish where a touch of warmth slowly emerges. This is also seriously
impressive. 93-96 Burghound

2020 Faiveley Chambolle Musigny Les Fuees - $240
2020 Faiveley Corton Clos de Corton - $395
Mingling deep fruit tones evocative of red cherries and plums with notions of loamy soil, licorice, orange rind,
rose petals and sweet spices, the 2020 Corton Grand Cru Clos des Cortons Faiveley is full-bodied, layered and
multidimensional, with terrific concentration, tangy acids and a long, saline finish. This is extremely promising. 94-96
Wine Advocate
Very ripe though again, attractively fresh aromas are comprised by notes of poached plum, cassis, the sauvage and
a pretty spice nuances, especially anise. The supple and somewhat surprisingly, not especially dense flavors possess a
caressing mouthfeel before terminating in a vibrant and sneaky long finish that firms up significantly as it sits on the
palate. As always with this ageworthy wine, patience absolutely required. 92-94 Burghound

2020 Faiveley Gevrey Chambertin Cazetiers - $225
The 2020 Gevrey-Chambertin 1er Cru Les Cazetiers is brilliant, unwinding in the glass with aromas of dark berries,
plums, dark chocolate, spices and vanilla pod. Medium to full-bodied, layered and concentrated, it’s elegantly muscular,
with a deep and multidimensional core and a long, expansive finish. It’s worth a special effort to seek out. 93-95+ Wine
Advocate
Once again there is a lovely sense of freshness to the more restrained, even brooding, dark berry fruit nose that is
cut with hints of the sauvage and just turned earth. The dense, powerful and gorgeously textured larger-scaled flavors
brim with both dry extract and minerality before concluding in a complex, balanced and sneaky long finale. Excellent
potential here. 91-94 Burghound

2020 Faiveley Latricieres Chambertin - $525
Continuing this site’s hot streak, the 2020 Latricières-Chambertin Grand Cru wafts from the glass with notions of
wild berries, peonies, exotic spices, sweet soil tones, espresso roast and bergamot. Full-bodied, velvety and layered, it’s
deep and concentrated, with lively acids and a layered, vibrant core of fruit, concluding with a chalky finish. 94-96 Wine
Advocate
The 2020 Latricières-Chambertin Grand Cru is one of the best Faiveley wines on the nose: very good definition
and mineralité here, poised and focused, not short-changing anyone in terms of power. The palate is medium-bodied
with sappy red fruit, fine acidity and grip with a dense and quite weighty finish, yet it manages to maintain finesse.
Uncompromising...in a good way. 94-96 Vinous

2020 Faiveley Mazi Chambertin - $525
The 2020 Mazis-Chambertin Grand Cru is deep and brooding, unfurling in the glass with aromas of blackberries,
peonies, loamy soil and sweet soil tones. Full-bodied, ample and velvety, its concentrated core of fruit is framed by rich,
powdery tannins and succulent acids. It’s a worthy follow-up to the brilliant 2019. 93-95+ Wine Advocate
A discreet though still easily perceptible dollop of wood sets off very earthy aromas of various dark berries, humus and
old leather. The rich, powerful and seriously concentrated big-bodied flavors possess impressive size, weight and power
along with good minerality on the attractively textured and hugely long finale 92-94 Burghound

2020 Faiveley Nuits St George Les Porets - $145
2020 Faiveley Nuits St George Les St George - $240
Offering up aromas of dark berries, red plums, sweet spices and a deft framing of new oak, the 2020 Nuits-SaintGeorges 1er Cru Les Saint-Georges is medium to full-bodied, layered and complete, with a deep core of fruit, bright
acids and powdery structuring tannins. This is a seamless, elegant wine that shows considerable promise. 92-94 Wine
Advocate
This is aromatically actually quite similar to the Cazetiers if perhaps just a bit fresher still. The sleeker if slightly less
concentrated and powerful flavors also brim with minerality and dry extract that does a fine job of buffering the tautly
muscular, more austere and more structured finale. This too is most impressive. 91-94 Burghound

2020 Jadot Bonnes Mares - $670
The 2020 Bonnes-Mares Grand Cru is very pure and harmonious on the nose with plush black cherry and cassis fruit,
well-integrated oak and a floral aspect that becomes more prominent with time. The palate is well balanced with a fine
bead of acidity, taut and fresh, lightly spiced with quite a vivacious, mineral-driven finish that retains superb definition.
This is very impressive and bloomin’ delicious (already!)96-98 Vinous
A wine with huge potential is the 2020 Bonnes-Mares Grand Cru (Domaine Louis Jadot). Unwinding in the glass with
notes of raspberries, red cherries, vanilla pod, exotic spices and raw cocoa, it’s full-bodied, deep and multidimensional,
with an immensely concentrated core, powdery tannins and a tightly wound profile. This will be among the slowest to
evolve of all the wines in the cellar, and also among the most long-lived. 94-96+ Wine Advocate

2020 Jadot Chambertin Clos de Beze - $670
The 2020 Chambertin Clos-de-Bèze Grand Cru has an intense, multi-faceted bouquet with vivacious black and red
berry fruit, quite a noticeable marine/estuarine influence in the background. The palate is medium-bodied with sappy
red berry fruit, fine acidity, taut and fresh with a harmonious, silky smooth finish. Lovely build in the mouth, this is a very
well-crafted Clos-de-Bèze. 95-97 Vinous
The 2020 Chambertin Clos de Bèze Grand Cru (Domaine Louis Jadot) is excellent, wafting from the glass with aromas
of orange rind, dark berries, cherries, licorice, black truffle and exotic spices. Full-bodied, velvety and multidimensional,
it’s layered and complete, with lively acids, ripe tannins and a long, resonant finish. This will be very long-lived. 94-96
Wine Advocate

2020 Jadot Chambolle Musigny Les Fuees - $190
The 2020 Chambolle-Musigny 1er Cru Les Fuées (Domaine Louis Jadot) reveals a deep bouquet of plums, dark berry
fruit, exotic spices, orange rind and raw cocoa. Medium to full-bodied, velvety and concentrated, with powdery tannins,
tangy acids and a mineral finish, it’s a real success.92-94 Wine Advocate
2020 Chambolle-Musigny “Les Fuées”: This is also quite floral-suffused with plenty of spice elements adding a touch of
elegance to the ripe and mostly liqueur-like aromas of various dark berries. There is excellent underlying tension to the
detailed and markedly finer though less powerful flavors that conclude in a moderately austere and sneaky long finale.
This is a wine that should be reasonably approachable after 6 to 8 years but also one that should reward 12 to 15.
(91-93) 2032+ Burghound

2020 Jadot Chapelle Chambertin - $415
The 2020 Chapelle-Chambertin Grand Cru has an exquisite bouquet with beautifully-defined brambly red fruit,
undergrowth and minerals, an oyster shell scent becoming more intense with aeration. The palate is medium-bodied
with chalky tannins, lightly spiced with a harmonious and cohesive finish that has real body and depth. Outstanding. 9597 Vinous
One of the more reserved wines in the range on the day of my visit was the 2020 Chapelle-Chambertin Grand Cru
(Domaine Louis Jadot), a full-bodied, concentrated and vibrant wine evocative of red berries, pomegranate, sweet
spices and rose petals. Deep and tightly wound, it will reward further élevage and bottle age, as the raw materials are of
obviously high quality.93-95 Wine Advocate

2020 Jadot Corton Pougets - $175
The 2020 Corton-Pougets Grand Cru is often one of Jadot’s strongest cards amongst the Côte de Beaune reds and
this is no different. It has a captivating bouquet with earthy red fruit, graphite, just a faint hint of menthol that emerges
with time. The palate is medium-bodied with sappy red fruit, lightly spiced with a dash of white pepper towards the
sustained finish. It will require several years in bottle to show its best, but it will be worth waiting for. 94-96 Vinous
The 2020 Corton-Pougets Grand Cru (Domaine des Héritiers Jadot) is excellent, mingling aromas of cherries and
raspberries with notions of raw cocoa, orange rind, warm spices and smoke. Full-bodied, velvety and layered, it’s deep
and concentrated, with powdery tannins, bright acids and a long, resonant finish. 93-95 Wine Advocate

2020 Jadot Gevrey Chambertin Clos St Jacques - $320
The 2020 Gevrey-Chambertin 1er Cru Clos Saint-Jacques (Domaine Louis Jadot) is shaping up brilliantly, wafting from
the glass with aromas of raspberries and plums mingled with sweet spices, orange rind and peonies. Medium to fullbodied, velvety and concentrated, it’s bright and precise, with a layered core of fruit and a long, penetrating finish. 93-95
Wine Advocate
The 2020 Gevrey-Chambertin Clos Saint-Jacques 1er Cru has a well-defined bouquet with crisp blackberry, briary,
crushed stone and light eucalyptus aromas that blossom with aeration. The palate is medium-bodied with supple
tannins, fine acidity, fleshy and harmonious with a touch of spice towards its very cohesive and sustained finish. Classy.
93-95 Vinous

2020 Jadot Monthelie Champs Fulliot - $74.99
The 2020 Monthélie Les Champs Fulliot 1er Cru has a mixture of red and black fruit on the nose, hints of loam and
espresso emerging with time. It just needs to cohere during its barrel maturation. The palate is medium-bodied with
sappy red fruit, fine structure, beautifully integrated oak that lends this a real sheen towards the finish. This Monthelie
comes highly recommended.90-92 Vinous
2020 Monthélie “Champs Fulliot”: A perfumed and very pretty nose freely reveals its aromatic profile of dark raspberry,
black pinot and violet. There is slightly better volume to the delicious and palate coating medium-bodied flavors that
display focused power on the dusty, youthfully austere and serious finale. At least some patience would be beneficial.
(89-92) 2028+ Burghound

2020 Jadot Pommard Grands Epenots - $145
Notes of sweet spices, wild berries, licorice, loamy soil and smoke introduce the 2020 Pommard 1er Cru Les Grand
Epenots (Maison Louis Jadot), a medium to full-bodied, rich and fleshy wine, with a deep core of fruit and plenty of
chewy tannin. 90-92+ Wine Advocate
2020 Pommard “Grand Epenots”: This is actually quite aromatically similar to the straight Pommard but with a bit better
layering. There is however notably better size, weight and volume to the medium weight plus flavors that possess a
caressing and highly seductive, indeed almost velvety, texture that is primarily due to the abundance of dry extract
that helps to buffer the very firm, dusty and decidedly austere finale. Many of these 2020s in the Jadot range could
reasonably approached in their youth but this particular example, excellent though it may be, isn’t one of them. (91-93)
2032+ Burghound

2020 Jadot Savigny les Beaune La Dominode - $74.99
The 2020 Savigny-lès-Beaune 1er Cru La Dominode (Domaine Louis Jadot) is excellent, offering up aromas of
raspberries and plums mingled with sweet spices, woodsmoke and raw cocoa. Medium to full-bodied, velvety and
concentrated, with lively acids and a long, penetrating finish, it’s seamless and complete. It’s another fine rendition of a
cuvée that’s regularly among the domaine’s high points. 92-94

2020 Jadot Volnay Clos de la Barre - $125
The 2020 Volnay Clos de la Barre 1er Cru has a well-defined and quite precise bouquet, perhaps more so compared
to the Mitans and the Santenots. The palate is medium-bodied with silky tannins, a fine bead of acidity, vibrant and fresh
with a slightly candied finish. There is something very seductive and more-ish about this Volnay - excellent. 92-94 Vinous

